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About This Content

Additional mounts will be added that can be used in battle.

This set contains;
- Armored Horse

- Bear
- Qilin
- Panda

*How to use
Select "Equipment", then "Mounts" at the battle preparation screen to access the new mount.

* The images are from an in-development build and may differ from the final version
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Title: SW4-II - Animal Set
Genre: Action
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista, Windows® 7, Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1

Processor: Core2 DUO 2.4GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 640*480 pixel over, High Color

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

English,Japanese
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Would not recommend this game, You cant even get past the setup screen becuase it wont even take your EA login info. Also if
you happen to say that you are below 18 years of age it wont even let you play. Great concept, and I love the photography and
art work, BUT...

Ridiculously unfair for survivors. So many traps or other cards instantly kill a survivor. Some can be negated by your own cards,
but only if you were lucky enough to have them in your hand AND had the supplies to play them at the right time. There's
nothing worse than seeing your two best survivors blow their own heads off consecutively due to "Backfire" traps you weren't
able to negate... (happened twice now to me) Meanwhile the Fallen are overrunning you. It just isn't fun for me at all to play as
the survivors. Winning can be done, but pray to RNGesus and hope you start winning some before you get too frustrated. Queue
the "get good" comments and thumbs down...

Edit: Removed comment about a bug that has apparently been fixed now.

Edit 2: As mentioned in the comments, I don't think the game is bad, I just found it more frustrating than fun. It just wasn't my
kind of thing in the end.. cant play it, because it wont start... As limited as it is at this point in early access, I have to say I've
thoroughly enjoyed this game so far. The card graphics are on point and the sound effects and animations are better than some
other combat-type card games i've played recently. Although, admittedly, those were free-to-play flash games on mobile or on a
Kongregate-like site. I'm sure once the game is finished and fully released it'll be about as good as I expect it to be. Meaning,
worth about 20 bucks upon release and about half that once sale hits.. At first, Masters of the World looks like a deep, engaging
and thrilling simulator of worldwide politics. If you made the same mistake that I did by purchasing the $70 bundle with the
game, updated content, and the modding tool, you'd better hurry and refund that. If you really want to see what this game has to
offer then you should just buy the base game.

Unfortunately, the problems with MotW appear immediately. Right off the bat, the tutorial was unable to figure out that I had
successfully changed some spending priorities as it had instructed me to, preventing me from progressing further. Armed only
with the knowledge of how to navigate the map and modify the budget, I tried to start a new game. It was extremely difficult
selecting a leader that wasn't of the same party as the current leader, turning the start-up process into a mess as I accidentally
changed unrelated settings attempting to figure out how to change the leader. I eventually figured it out - though I can't even
remember how I did - and entered the game.

Immediately, the game became campy and even amusing. To communicate to the player even basic messages, an ugly and
poorly-rendered person takes over your screen to talk to you about how well you're doing. The voice acting was so robotic and
unnatural, the first 7 hours I played I was certain it was just a text-to-speech software. These messages quickly become
repetitive: whenever there is a terrorist cell in a foreign country, someone will come on the screen and deliver a useless,
rambling explanation of the "Brown model" without giving you any real information (they'll mention percentages and numbers
that sound important, but turn out to be repetitive filler that doesn't change situation to situation). Afterwords the game will give
you a static text box telling you the real information: where the cell is, what it does and how to contact them. You can skip these
messages (and thankfully by doing so you're not actually missing anything), but the fact that Eversim put so much effort into
something so unnecessary - and in fact something that hinders the gameplay experience - shows where their priorities are.

The rest of the game's graphics do not fare well, either. The game has extreme and severe lag somehow, even when countries are
basically trees, lakes, and geometrically simple cities that consist of about a dozen buildings. As mentioned earlier, the character
models look horrendous, but the developers seem to enjoy showing off. The interface is a problem (which is not uncommon for
an Eversim game), with the developers trying to make fancy-looking infographics hidden behind dozens of menus and tabs.

If these problems weren't major enough, the game is buggy, crashes very often, and Eversim has completely given up on it.
Eversim has a history of spending about 6 months on a political game, updating it rarely for a 6-month period, and then
disappearing to work on a sequel. Their sequel to this game is coming out soon (the release date has already passed with no
announcement) and judging by the trailers, it preserves the terrible graphics and confusing interface. If Eversim settled on a
game, kept updating it, used a reasonable price, and actually made a working tutorial, they wouldn't have a 42% positive score
on Steam.. I was very excited when i saw this game had been released. It's evenly paced and everything is beautiful from the
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Pros:
The art and the story art well done & unique. I hope there is more content based on the world and characters. I like that there are
multiple endings you can easily choose via chapter select.

Cons:
Some of the puzzles are kind of obscure.. good simulator. Please add game pad support. thank you.. A few hours into the game
and leaving a quick review. In many ways, this game is not a traditional point and click game. The game leans heavily on the
Darkhorse comic stories, and this is a must-buy for fans of comic book narratives. The story is solid, and there are many
narrative challenges, where the player must pick the right questions for interrogations. Additionally, the hand-drawn animations
and incredibly detailed backgrounds are excellent. Obviously there were some veteran artists involved here.

The game is less impressive in some other areas... that's painful with the game's above-average price tag. The voice narration is
just forgetable, there are some unconventional puzzles and game interfaces, and some of the point and click gameplay feels
downright uninspired. I wish they had developed the game world a bit more, to make me appreciate these graphic novel
characters.

All in all, I would recommend this game for fan of graphical novels, because it does deliver an interesting story. There are some
very great graphical flourishes, too. But it lacked the elements of a good point and click game. So, this is one where you might
be waiting for a steam sale, unless you are already a fan of the comic style.

Played this on an Ubuntu Linux 18.10 system, with radeon mesa drivers. This game uses the Godot Game Engine, and I had no
technical problems with this game, even on a very old computer.. Pretty fun game, excellent time waster. There are a few bugs
in it that need to be fixed though, like endless mode is just full of bugs when you start getting long. My main problem is that you
have basically no control over your bus when you jump and on the farm stage the sun can often be rather blinding but other than
that its a good game 8\/10. If you like good old Ultima-style (or a bit more advanced Diablo-looking) RPG's, with a darn good
setting, Eschalon Book's your call. It's got a sensible story, loads to explore, blockades to explode and traps to exploit against
your many newfound enemies.. God... Oh... Dear, God, no... I have to say, from the pictures on Steam, the game didn't look half
bad. Believe me. It is. If you're a person who's really into zombie games, and you like hardcore realistic zombie simulators then
DO NOT GET THIS GAME. For the first thing, the game runs REALLY SLOW. I have an old Windows 7 desktop computer,
and I know it doesn't have much ram, but this game looked like it would run fairly quickly. I mean, there's not really anything
going on in it. It seems to have okay graphics, but not like super detailed. Well, those graphics on the screen are the highest
quality they get in the game. Literally, it ran like 2 frames per second. I tried bumping down the graphics, until I got to the worst
possible graphics, and got about 40 fps. These graphics, are, to say the least, look about equivalent to mid nineties graphics, and
not even a high quality game from the nineties; like a crappy, low quality one. Now, it was the lowest quality, so I'm not picky
about that, but DEAR GOD. It STILL ran pretty slow. Not to mention that the gameplay is... Um... Terrible? There's literally
nothing to do but kill zombies, and the whole setup is actually pretty terribly designed. I actually think, LITERALLY, they
probably spent more time on the title screen than the ACTUAL GAME. I was extremely dissatisfied with the game. I got it 90%
off, and I regret buying it, and anyone who paid full price, should honestly get their lawyers on this. I laughed when I played the
atrocity for the first time. It got old. This game ACTUALLY MAY BE... THE WORST GAME... EVER... It's really bad.
EVEN IF THIS GAME IS 100% OFF, DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS NOT WORTH YOUR TIME DOWNLOADING.
DOWNLOAD SOME OTHER\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 A MINECRAFT MAP, I DON'T GIVE A
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. DO NOT GET THIS.. This is so good.
I hope you will also include a boss battle in the game.
I would love to learn how to create a boss to make any game more fun.
That would be awesome!
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